EXHIBITION AREAS

A EARLY AVIATION
Highlight: A.E.A. Silver Dart — The first powered airplane to fly in Canada

B FIRST WORLD WAR
Highlight: Curtiss JN-4 Canuck — The first airplane to be produced in large numbers in Canada

C NORTHERN AND BUSH FLIGHT
Highlights: Curtiss HS-2L — Canada’s first bushplane
De Havilland Canada Beaver — A rugged workhorse for the Canadian landscape

D CANADA IN SPACE
Highlight: Canadarm — Canada’s iconic contribution to the Space Shuttle program

E LIFE IN ORBIT: THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION

F EARLY TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT
Highlight: Lockheed Electra — The first modern airliner operated by a Canadian company

GROUND LEVEL
Runway Observation Area (outside, seasonal)

Cessna Demonstration Area
Engines

Library
Open by appointment only

Upper Level (Mezzanine)

Boutique
Hall of Tribute

ADMISSION

COMMERCIAL FLIGHT
Highlight: Douglas DC-3 — One of the most successful airliners of all time

EYES ON THE SKIES

SECOND WORLD WAR
Highlight: Avro Lancaster — One of the best-known aircraft of the Second World War

VERTICAL FLIGHT
Highlight: Boeing Vertol CH-113 Labrador
Canada’s long-serving search-and-rescue helicopter

COLD WAR
Highlights: Avro Arrow (nose) — One of the most renowned Canadian aircraft of the twentieth century
McDonnell Douglas CF-18 — One of the best jet fighters of the late twentieth century
Avro Canada CF-100 — A successful Canadian design

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS AREA

THE CANADIAN HUMAN SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM (upstairs)

HEALTH IN SPACE: DARING TO EXPLORE (upstairs)

The aircraft on display are fragile. We need your help to keep them safe.
Do not touch the aircraft.
Do not cross the black barriers.
Food and drinks are not permitted.
For your safety, public areas are under video surveillance.

The aircraft on display are fragile. We need your help to keep them safe.
For your safety, public areas are under video surveillance.

Early Aviation
Highlight: A.E.A. Silver Dart — The first powered airplane to fly in Canada

First World War
Highlight: Curtiss JN-4 Canuck — The first airplane to be produced in large numbers in Canada

Northern and Bush Flight
Highlights: Curtiss HS-2L — Canada’s first bushplane
De Havilland Canada Beaver — A rugged workhorse for the Canadian landscape

Canada in Space
Highlight: Canadarm — Canada’s iconic contribution to the Space Shuttle program

Life in Orbit: The International Space Station

Early Travel and Transport
Highlight: Lockheed Electra — The first modern airliner operated by a Canadian company

Commercial Flight
Highlight: Douglas DC-3 — One of the most successful airliners of all time

Eyes on the Skies

Second World War
Highlight: Avro Lancaster — One of the best-known aircraft of the Second World War

Vertical Flight
Highlight: Boeing Vertol CH-113 Labrador
Canada’s long-serving search-and-rescue helicopter

Cold War
Highlights: Avro Arrow (nose) — One of the most renowned Canadian aircraft of the twentieth century
McDonnell Douglas CF-18 — One of the best jet fighters of the late twentieth century
Avro Canada CF-100 — A successful Canadian design

Temporary Exhibitions Area

The Canadian Human Space Flight Program (upstairs)

Health in Space: Daring to Explore (upstairs)